Dear Friends,

Obtaining employment is a difficult but critical step toward independence for many of the people Project Renewal serves. It’s even harder amid COVID, as unemployment soars. Yet, since the pandemic began, we have adapted our workforce development services to place more than 300 New Yorkers with histories of homelessness, substance use disorder, serious mental illness, criminal justice involvement—and limited access to technology—into jobs.

COVID’s shadow over our city’s economy will persist for years. Sectors that reliably employed our clients, like food service and hospitality, may take even longer to recover. Whatever the future brings, we will adapt as we always have, to create innovative training programs that support our clients and respond to the evolving job market and employers’ needs. And we will remain steadfast in a commitment that sets Project Renewal apart: we don’t turn anyone away or give up on a client, no matter their life history.

Thank you for your support.

Allison Messina
Vice President, Workforce Development

Joyce was excelling in her UPS job and pursuing a social psychology degree—until she was struck by an SUV and badly injured. The accident left her unable to work. With bills and rent piling up, she was forced to drop her classes and she became homeless. Joyce was fiercely determined to get her life back. She learned about Project Renewal’s Next Step Internship Program (NSIP) and saw it as a path to a career and stability. NSIP provides unemployed New Yorkers with classroom and on-the-job training in homeless services work.

As an NSIP intern at our Ana’s Place shelter, Joyce thrived. When COVID hit she volunteered for extra shifts. Joyce’s coworkers admired her work ethic, and she was hired as a full-time Residential Aide. “My colleagues at Ana’s Place are so supportive,” she says. “It’s rewarding to work here and help people who are experiencing some of the same challenges that I’ve faced.”

During the pandemic, with unemployment surging, NSIP has created job opportunities for New Yorkers who need them the most. And the program continues to provide shelters with a vital source of well-trained frontline workers.

Joyce has achieved many of her goals. She secured a job, paid off her credit card and medical bills, and saved money. As a result of her stable employment, she recently moved into her own studio apartment.

More than anything, she is proud to be able to support her adult daughter for the first time in several years. “It feels so good,” she says.

“Jobs training Helps Joyce Overcome Homelessness

It’s rewarding to work here and help people who are experiencing some of the same challenges that I’ve faced.”
CATHY’S JOURNEY
FROM PRISON TO A NEW PASSION

Cathy spent over ten years in prison. When she returned home, she felt isolated and out-of-touch with the world. Unable to keep a job, she began partying and drinking heavily to fit in. A DWI charge in 2015 was a wake-up call. She knew she couldn’t let herself go down the same road again. She entered Project Renewal’s Culinary Arts Training Program, which helps homeless and at-risk adults—including many with justice histories—find careers in the culinary industry.

“I changed my life the minute I came to Project Renewal,” Cathy says. Her newfound love of cooking helped her stay away from drugs and alcohol—and gave her purpose. After completing our training program, Cathy was hired by Project Renewal’s social enterprise catering company, City Beet Kitchens, and began to work her way up the ranks. Now a kitchen supervisor at our Third Street Men’s Shelter, Cathy has been working hard throughout the pandemic to ensure our guests get nutritious, great-tasting food on time.

“A warm, hearty meal goes a long way for the folks we serve, especially now,” Cathy says. “I love seeing their happy faces when we serve our food. And when they’re happy, I’m happy.”
SNAPSHOTS OF RENEWAL

VACCINES We are grateful that our frontline staff, who have selflessly showed up to serve New Yorkers in need during the pandemic, began to receive COVID vaccines in January.

DONATIONS Sole Purpose donated hundreds of “Purpose Packs,” with sneakers and socks, to our employment program participants and shelter residents.

MAKING MEALS Our City Beet Kitchens chefs continue working tirelessly to provide 7,300 meals a day to New Yorkers in need.

VOLUNTEERS Volunteers from First Republic Bank, Blackstone, and PDT conducted virtual mock interviews with our workforce development clients. Participants expressed more confidence heading into job interviews.
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